• All body parts – feet, legs, and arms shall be kept inside the vehicle while it is in motion.

• Before starting the vehicle, assure it is in the proper gear for your intended direction of travel.

• Check the area behind the vehicle before backing up.

• Slow down before and during turns. All turns shall be executed at reduced speeds.

• Observe the limit of two (2) occupants per vehicle rule.

• Always remain seated and hold on while vehicle is in motion

• When the vehicle is to be left unattended, turn the key to the “off” position. Remove the key and engage the brake.

• Drive the vehicle only as fast as terrain and safety considerations allow.

• Always consider the terrain, existing vehicular and pedestrian traffic conditions, as well as environmental factors that may affect your ability to operated the vehicle safely.

• Avoid sudden stops or change of direction that may result in a loss of control.

• Brake to control speed when traveling down an incline.

• Operators should refrain from using any electronic devices while operating a club car.

• Secure all doors when vehicle is unattended.